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Present Simple: Is an action 

which happens repeatedly or 

all the time in the present. Also 

it talks about something true in 

the present time which is 

useful for permanent situations. 

For example: I live in Soran 

town. 
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The Rule : ( Positive case) 
 1.Subject + Verb+( 
object)+complement 

 

 2.Subject + Verb +s /es+ ( 
object)+ complement 

 

   I→ speak 

   He / she/ it → speaks 

   We / you/ they → speak 
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Azad goes to park every 

Friday. 

 

 

 He often gets up at eight 

o'clock every morning.   
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Uses of Present Simple: 

   1. When something is 

generally true: For example:  

    - The earth goes round the 

sun.  

    - The water freezes at zero 

Celsius. 

    - One and one make two. 
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2. With stative verbs ( hear 

,forget, see , remember , 

understand , want , like ,need, 

am/is / are, know , believe , think 

, belong , consist , taste ,appear 

,seem , consist , smell…etc ). 
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- I think the prices of houses in 
Kurdistan  are high. 

  - This house belongs to Shad. 

   - Kurdish dolma tastes 
delicious. 

   - Kurdistan flag consists of four 
colours : red , yellow , white and 
green.    
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- The baby is hungry. It wants 
something to eat. 

 

 

 

   - This room smells. Let’s open 
the window.  
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Exercises: 

   Complete the sentences. Put 
the verb into the correct form : 

  (see , seem ,drink ,believe, 
have , consist, want, boil, ) 

 

Alan says he’s 80 years old , 
but nobody …him. 

Air  … of nitrogen and oxygen. 

They …to see you at home. 
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Water …at 100 
degrees Celsius. 

  Julie …coffee very 
often. 

  John …very happy 
at the moment. 

 If I … her, I'll 
tell her. 

 They …a big house. 
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